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Twitter conference presenters are limited to 4–6 tweets with slides. Here we present our recent paper1 on the use of Twitter in ornithology 
in tweet format, as a poster! The ‘slide’ captions below are tweets (limited to 280 characters) complete with tags and Twitter handles.
1 Tweeting birds: online mentions predict future citations in ornithology. Finch, T., O’Hanlon, N & Dudley, S.P. 2017. Royal Society Open Science. DOI: 10.1098/rsos.171371

This presentation has been tweeted on the meeting #hashtag
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1/6 Twitter is #socialmedia platform of choice in #ornithology. 
The #ornithology tag has a global daily reach of >1m (1). Our 
Twitter community is now large enough to hold global Twitter 
conferences which have wider participation/reach and are 
greener than face-to-face events (2).
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2/6 The rise of Twitter as a tool for researchers can be 
tracked by the growth of @IBIS_journal followers (largest 
#ornithology society journal account on Twitter) and use by 
delegates at BOU conferences. The introduction of 
#altmetrics in 2014 saw a huge increase in users.
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3/6 @Altmetric measures online attention of research 
articles. Each media is ranked based on reach/audience and 
scores accordingly (1). Digital tools built in to online papers 
allow for instant access/sharing of articles w/ @Altmetric 
Attention Score of article clear to see (2) .
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4/6 Using @altmetric data we found that Twitter contributes 
73% of all #altmetrics in #ornithology. For avian researchers, 
contributing to their own articles' #altmetrics is easy using 
#socialmedia which accounts for 85% of overall #altmetrics 
across #ornithology articles. 
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5/6 Avian researchers now regularly promote their 
published research on Twitter and their individual 
impact/contribution can be measured using #altmetrics (1). 
Research institutes can use @altmetric data to track the 
reach of their published research (2).
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6/6 Increasing amount of research using #altmetric data 
links #socialmedia attention to #citations using #altmetrics 
in #ecology (1) in #ornithology (2) and journals on Twitter 
are more widely disseminated and receive higher # citations 
(3,4) (see tweet for links to belowpapers).

#TheTweetingBird
its rise, relevance and impact in #ornithology

A paper, as a poster, as six tweets!
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